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An outerplanar graph is one that can be embedded in the plane so that all of the
vertices lie on one of the faces. We investigate a conjecture of Chartrand, Geller,
and Hedetniemi, that every planar graph can be edge-partitioned into two outer-
planar subgraphs. We refute the stronger statement that every planarly embedded
graph can be edge-partitioned into two outerplanar subgraphs, one of which is
outerplanarly embedded. We give a method that yields outerplanar partitions of
certain graphs not covered by previous results. We formulate a conjecture about
4-connected maximal planar graphs that implies the original conjecture. Finally, we
verify a weaker form of the conjecture in which outerplanar subgraphs are replaced
by subgraphs with no homeomorphs of K4 .  1996 Academic Press, Inc.
1. Introduction
Can every graph of one type be edge-partitioned into a fixed number of
graphs of another type? Interesting questions of this form abound. For
example, NashWilliams [4] gave a necessary and sufficient condition for
a graph to admit an edge-partition into a fixed number of forests. His
results imply that any planar graph can be edge-partitioned into three
forests, and any outerplanar graph into two forests. (An outerplanar graph
is one that admits an outerplanar embedding, i.e. a planar embedding in
which all of the vertices lie on one face. The term comes from the conven-
tion of drawing such graphs so that the outside face touches all of the
vertices, though the definition doesn’t require this.)
In this vein, Chartrand, Geller, and Hedetniemi [1] made the following
conjecture.
Conjecture 1.1. Every (maximal) planar graph can be edge-partitioned
into two outerplanar graphs.
Note that the statements with and without the word ‘‘maximal’’ (which
here and throughout means edge-maximal) are equivalent: if we can parti-
tion all maximal planar graphs, we can partition an arbitrary planar graph
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by adding as many edges as possible, partitioning the resulting maximal
planar graph, then removing the added edges. (Clearly an outerplanar
graph remains outerplanar if edges are removed.)
The truth of Conjecture 1.1 would have various ramifications. For
example, it would decrease the number of vertices needed to construct a
graph containing, as induced subgraphs, all planar graphs with fixed
number of vertices and fixed maximum degree [3].
Several proofs of Conjecture 1.1 have been claimed, but later proved to
be incorrect. In some special cases, though, Conjecture 1.1 is known to
hold. Any Hamiltonian planar graph admits an outerplanar partition:
choose a Hamiltonian cycle, put the edges inside the cycle in one subgraph,
put the edges outside the cycle in the other subgraph, and assign the edges
of the cycle arbitrarily. Whitney [6] showed that every 4-connected maxi-
mal planar graph is Hamiltonian; Tutte [5] extended Whitney’s result by
removing the hypothesis of maximality. Hence every 4-connected planar
graph has an outerplanar partition.
This paper does not contain a full proof of Conjecture 1.1, but rather
various partial results of interest. Section 2 consists of relevant definitions.
Section 3 contains auxiliary results about outerplanar graphs. In Section 4
we prove that Conjecture 1.1 cannot be strengthened to require one of the
subgraphs to be outerplanarly embedded. In Section 5 we describe methods
that yield outerplanar partitions of some graphs. We also formulate a
conjecture about 4-connected maximal planar graphs that implies Conjec-
ture 1.1. In Section 6 we use Whitney’s theorem to verify a weak form
of Conjecture 1.1, namely that all planar graphs admit edge-partitions
into subgraphs containing no homeomorphs of K4 . (This would follow
from Conjecture 1.1 by the Kuratowski-style criterion of Chartrand and
Harary [2]: a graph is outerplanar if and only if it has no subgraph
homeomorphic to K4 or K2, 3 .)
2. Definitions
A closed walk of length n in a graph G is a sequence of vertices
v0 , ..., vn=v0 such that vi&1 and vi are adjacent for i=1, ..., n. (There is no
restriction on repetition of vertices or edges.) A closed walk containing
each vertex at least once will be called a traversal. (The terms ‘‘pseudo-
Hamiltonian circuit’’ and ‘‘Hamiltonian walk’’ also appear in the literature.)
Two walks are equivalent if every edge is covered as many times by one walk
as by the other. (In particular, the two walks must have the same length.)
A boundary of a connected outerplanar graph G is a traversal obtained
from some outerplanar embedding of G by tracing the boundary of the
outside face.
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If G is a graph and v # V(G), a v-component of G consists of a connected
component of G&[v] together with the edges from v to the component.
Clearly the v-components partition the edges of G.
Define the stellation of a planarly embedded graph G to be the graph G*
created by adding to G one vertex in each face of G, connected to all of the
vertices of that face. These added vertices are called the stellar vertices.
(The terminology is motivated by the identification of polyhedra with
planar graphs.)
3. Auxiliary Results on Outerplanar Graphs
Our first result is a characterization of outerplanar graphs. We will
invoke the obvious fact that a graph is outerplanar if and only if the graph
formed by adding a new vertex adjacent to all of the original vertices is
planar. (Also note that a graph is outerplanar if and only if each of its
connected components is outerplanar.)
We link outerplanarity to a property of traversals. Call a traversal
v0 , ..., vn outer if there are no indices 0i< j<k<l<n such that vi {vj ,
vj {vk , vk {vl , vl {vi , vi and vk are adjacent or equal, and vj and vl are
also adjacent or equal.
Theorem 3.1. A traversal of a connected graph is outer if and only if it
is the boundary of an outerplanar embedding of the graph.
Proof. We proceed by induction on the number of vertex repetitions in
the traversal. First suppose there are no repetitions, i.e. the traversal is a
Hamiltonian cycle. If this is outer, the graph admits an outerplanar embed-
ding: place the vertices on a circle in the order in which they appear in the
traversal, and draw the edges as line segments. Conversely, suppose the
traversal were an outer boundary, but failed to be outer because
v1 , v2 , v3 , v4 appeared in that order with v1 adjacent to v3 and v2 to v4 .
This would imply that K4 is outerplanar, in violation of the Chartrand
Harary criterion.
Now suppose vi=vj in the traversal. Add a new vertex w adjacent to
vj&1 , vj , vj+1 and consider the traversal of this graph obtained by replacing
vj by w. As is easily checked, the new traversal is outer if and only if the
original traversal is. Moreover, the new traversal is a boundary if and only
if the original traversal is. Since the new traversal has fewer vertex repeti-
tions, by the induction hypothesis it is outer if and only if it is a boundary.
By the above equivalences, the same holds for the original traversal. K
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Corollary 3.2. A connected graph is outerplanar if and only if it has
an outer traversal.
Corollary 3.3. Suppose v # V(G). Then G is outerplanar if and only if
all of its v-components are outerplanar.
Proof. We may assume G is connected. If G is outerplanar, so are all
of its subgraphs, including its v-components. Conversely, if each v-compo-
nent of G has an outer traversal starting and ending at v, concatenating
these traversals gives an outer traversal of G. K
Corollary 3.4. Let G and H be connected outerplanar graphs, and uv
and wx edges on some boundaries of G and H, respectively. Then the graph
formed from G _ H by identifying u with w and v with x is outerplanar.
Proof. Again, we may assume G and H are connected. Let a0 , ..., am
and b0 , ..., bn be the boundaries, with a0=u, a1=v, b0=w, b1=x. These
are outer traversals by Theorem 3.1 and thus the traversal a0 , am&1 , ..., a1 ,
b2 , ..., bn of the new graph is too. K
Lemma 3.5. If an edge uv is not on the boundary of some outerplanar
embedding of a graph G, then G&[u, v] is disconnected.
Proof. Let a0 , ..., am be the boundary traversal, with a0=am=u and
ai=v. Since uv is not on this boundary, we have 2in&2. This traver-
sal is outer by Theorem 3.1, so the subgraphs on a1 , ..., ai&1 and ai+1 , ...,
am&1 share no vertices, and no edges connect them. Hence G&[u, v] is
disconnected. K
Our next theorem identifies the traversals of minimum length in a
connected outerplanar graph.
Theorem 3.6. The shortest traversals of a connected outerplanar graph
G are its outer traversals, all of which are equivalent.
Proof. We first prove the result in the case where G has no cut-vertices.
Choose a boundary of G. It is an outer traversal, by Theorem 3.1, and from
the definition, any repeated vertex would be a cut-vertex. Hence this
boundary is simply a Hamiltonian cycle, and certainly must be a shortest
traversal.
Suppose there exists a nonequivalent traversal of this length; it must be
a Hamiltonian cycle containing some edge uv not on this boundary. But by
Lemma 3.5, G&[u, v] is disconnected, so no such traversal exists.
To prove the result in general, we proceed by induction on the number
of vertices. If the graph G has no cut-vertices, the above argument proves
the result, so assume there exists a cut-vertex v. A shortest traversal con-
sists of a shortest traversal of each v-component in succession. By the
induction hypothesis, the shortest traversals of each v-component are its
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outer traversals, all of which are equivalent. Moreover, a traversal of G is
outer if and only if it consists of an outer traversal of each v-component in
succession. Hence the shortest traversals of G are just the outer traversals,
and these are all equivalent. K
Theorem 3.6 implies that any two outer boundaries traverse the same
edges. We call these the boundary edges of the graph. (We can extend this
definition to disconnected graphs: an edge is a boundary edge of the graph
if it is a boundary edge of its connected component.) We can also define
the perimeter of a connected outerplanar graph as the length of any
shortest (i.e. outer) traversal.
Lemma 3.7. An outerplanar graph on n vertices contains at most 2n&3
edges.
Proof. Let G be the given outerplanar graph, and H be the graph
obtained from G by adding a new vertex adjacent to all of the vertices of
G. As noted earlier, G is outerplanar if and only if H is planar. Hence the
well-known bound |E(H)|3 |V(H)|&6 for planar graphs implies that
|E(G)|+n3(n+1)&6, that is, |E(G)|2n&3.
We can improve this bound by accounting for the perimeter.
Theorem 3.8. A connected outerplanar graph on n vertices with
perimeter l contains at most 3n&l&3 edges.
Proof. Let G be a connected outerplanar graph; we induct on l&n.
This quantity is clearly nonnegative, and the case l&n=0 is just Lemma
3.7. So assume l&n>0, select an outer traversal, and suppose vi=vj . As
in the proof of Theorem 3.1, add a vertex w to the graph adjacent to vj&1 ,
vj , vj+1 . This adds three edges to the graph (note that vj&1 {vj+1 by the
outer condition on vi , vj&1 , vj , vj+1), one vertex, and nothing to the length
of the outer traversal, since w substitutes for vj . By the induction
hypothesis, the new graph has at most 3(n+1)&l&3 edges, which implies
the desired result. K
4. An Incorrect Generalization
The theorem of NashWilliams on forest decompositions implies that
every outerplanar graph can be edge-partitioned into two forests. Since
every planar graph can be edge-partitioned into three forests, one might
ask whether this result can be refined to show that every planar graph can
be edge-partitioned into a forest and an outerplanar graph.
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On the other hand, since a 4-connected planar graph is Hamiltonian, it
can be edge-partitioned into two subgraphs both of which are outer-
planarly embedded. One might ask whether this can be accomplished in
general, perhaps relaxing the condition to allow isolated vertices not to lie
in the proper face.
Noting that any planar embedding of a forest is an outerplanar embed-
ding, we can simultaneously answer both of these questions negatively. Our
counterexamples will be stellations.
Theorem 4.1. Let G be a maximal planarly embedded graph on n ver-
tices with no traversal of length less than n+3. Then G* does not admit a
partition into one outerplanar subgraph and one outerplanarly embedded
subgraph ( possibly with isolated vertices).
For example, let H be a maximal planar graph on n7 vertices and
G=H*. Then G has 3n&4 vertices, but the 2n&4 stellar vertices must be
nonadjacent in a traversal, so the shortest traversal has length at least
4n&8(3n&4)+3.
Proof. Suppose G* can be edge-partitioned into an outerplanarly
embedded subgraph H1 and an outerplanar subgraph H2 . Let S be the set
of isolated stellar vertices of H1 , and let k=|S|. Also let I1 and I2 denote
the restrictions of H1 and H2 , respectively, to G.
We know that one face of H1 touches all of the nonisolated stellar
vertices. This means that I1 has only one face, aside from the k faces that
hold isolated stellar vertices. Thus I1 has at most n&1+k edges, so I2 has
at least (3n&6)&(n&1+k)=2n&5&k edges.
Consider the subgraph J of H2 induced on V(G) _ S. Certainly J is
outerplanar; if J fails to be connected, add edges of G to make it connected
(and still outerplanar). Since I2 has at least 2n&5&k edges, and the three
edges from each vertex of S must lie in H2 , |E(J)|2n+2k&5. By
Theorem 3.8, J has a traversal of length at most 3(n+k)&3&(2n+2k&
5)=n+k+2. Now replace every occurrence in the traversal of a sequence
uvw, where v is stellar, with uw. The result is a traversal of G of length at
most n+2, a contradiction. K
5. Outerplanar Partitions
We state an easy but useful lemma.
Lemma 5.1. Every vertex of an outerplanar graph of degree at least two
is incident to at least two boundary edges.
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Proof. Suppose uv is the only boundary edge incident to vertex u. Then
a boundary traversal passing through u must pass through v immediately
before and after. But the traversal is also outer, so no other vertex w
can be adjacent to u (the sequence v, u, v, w is forbidden). Hence u has
degree 1. K
The results of Section 4 suggest that in some sense, the stellations are the
hardest graphs to decompose into outerplanar subgraphs. In this light, our
next theorem is perhaps a bit surprising.
Theorem 5.2. If G is a planarly embedded graph, all of whose faces are
3-cycles or 4-cycles, and G* admits an outerplanar partition, then so does G**.
Proof. Let H1 and H2 comprise an outerplanar partition of G*. We
extend H1 and H2 to an outerplanar partition of G**, using the fact
that an outerplanar graph remains outerplanar upon adding a pendant
edge (by Corollary 3.3), or upon gluing a triangle to a boundary edge (by
Corollary 3.4). To start, we may assume that no stellar vertex of G* is
isolated in H1 or H2 ; if a vertex v were isolated in, say, H1 , we could move
one of the edges incident to v into H1 , preserving the outerplanarity of
both subgraphs.
We consider each face of G in turn and partition the edges of G** added
inside that face. First suppose the face is a 3-cycle abc. Let d be the stellar
vertex of G* inside abc, and e, f, g the stellar vertices of G** inside dbc,
adc, abd, respectively. Without loss of generality, assume that ad and bd lie
in H1 , while (by the earlier assumption) cd lies in H2 .
Since ad and bd are boundary edges of H1 , and cd is a boundary edge
of H2 , we can attach agd and bed to H1 and cfd to H2 , and pendant edges
fa to H1 and gb, ec to H2 , and both graphs remain outerplanar.
Now suppose the face of G is a 4-cycle abcd, and let e be the stellar
vertex of G* inside abcd. In this case, either three of the edges ae, be, ce, de
belong to one subgraph and one to the other, or two edges belong to each
subgraph.
In the first case, assume that ae, be, ce belong to one subgraph and de
belongs to the other. Two of ae, be, ce are boundary edges, and to those
edges we can attach triangles in faces abe and bce. Moreover, we can attach
triangles on both sides of edge de. Now add the third edge from each stellar
vertex to the subgraph not containing the other two edges.
In the second case, note that e has at least degree 2 in each subgraph.
By Lemma 5.1, all four of the edges incident to e are boundary edges
of their respective subgraphs, so we can glue a triangle to each one, as
above.
Thus all of the edges of G** may be placed in an outerplanar partition. K
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On the other hand, the following conjecture and theorem formalize the
belief that the stellations of 4-connected maximal planar graphs are the
hardest graphs to decompose.
Conjecture 5.3. Let G be a 4-connected maximal planar graph, and let
uvw be a face of G. Then there exists an outerplanar partition of G* such
that:
1. One subgraph contains the edges ux and vx, where x is the stellar
vertex of uvw, but in this subgraph w is not in the same connected compo-
nent as u or v;
2. The other subgraph contains uw and vw as bridges (cut-edges).
More specifically, it might be possible to ensure that all edges incident
to u or v, but not to w, lie in one subgraph, and all edges incident to w lie
in the other subgraph.
Theorem 5.4. If the above conjecture holds, then every maximal planar
graph can be edge-partitioned into two outerplanar subgraphs.
Proof. We shall prove that for every maximal planar graph G, G* has
an outerplanar partition. We proceed by induction on the number of
vertices in G. If G is 4-connected, the conjecture directly implies that G*
has an outerplanar partition, so assume instead that G has a cut-triangle.
Fix a planar embedding of G and let uvw be a cut-triangle that encloses no
others. Let H and I be the induced subgraphs on u, v, w and the vertices
inside, or outside, uvw, respectively. Then H and I are maximal planar, and
H is 4-connected.
By the induction hypothesis, I* has an outerplanar partition into sub-
graphs I1 and I2 . Let t be the stellar vertex of uvw in I*; then two of
tu, tv, tw lie in either I1 or I2 . Without loss of generality assume tu and tv
lie in I1 . Let I $1=I1&[t] and I $2=I2&[t].
Let H1 and H2 be an outerplanar partition of H* as guaranteed by the
conjecture. That is, H1 contains the edges from u and v to the stellar vertex
x of uvw, but w is not connected to u or v, while H2 contains uw and vw
as bridges. Let H $1 and H $2 be the same subgraphs, but with all edges
between two of u, v, w, x removed. Now define G1=I $1 _ H $1 and G2=
I $2 _ H $2 , which form an edge-partition of G*. We need only show that
both of these graphs are outerplanar.
We claim that I $1 _ [uv] and H $1 _ [uv] are outerplanar, and that uv is
a boundary edge of each. It will follow that H $1 _ I $1 _ [uv] is outerplanar
(apply Corollary 3.4 to I $1 _ [uv] and the connected component of H $1 _
[uv] containing uv, then join the resulting graph and the connected com-
ponent of H $1 containing w by Corollary 3.3). To establish the claim for
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H $1 _ [uv], fix an outer traversal of H1&[w] and consider an instance
where x appears. The two adjacent vertices of the traversal cannot both be
u or both be v, or else the vertices u, x, u, v or v, x, v, u would appear in
that order. Hence one is u and one is v, so when x is removed, replacing
the sequence u, x, v by u, v whenever it appears gives an outer traversal of
H $1 _ [uv]. Thus H $1 _ [uv] is outerplanar and uv is a boundary edge. The
argument for I $1 _ [uv] is similar.
On the other hand, G2 is outerplanar by Corollary 3.3, applied in succes-
sion to the connected components of H $2 containing u, v, w. Thus G1 and
G2 constitute an outerplanar partition of G*, as desired. K
6. Edge-Partitions Without Homeomorphs of K4
The proof of our final result, an affirmative result about a less restrictive
type of edge-partition, is very similar to that of Theorem 5.4. In place of
Conjecture 5.3, though, the main ingredient is the precise result of Whitney
[6] that implies that every 4-connected maximal planar graph is
Hamiltonian.
Lemma 6.1 (Whitney). Let G be a 4-connected maximal planarly
embedded graph and C a cycle thereof. Suppose there exist vertices a, b, c on
C (where b=c is allowed ) such that no edges inside C connect two vertices
of C between a and b, or between b and c, or between c and a (inclusive).
Then there exists a path from a to b passing through each vertex on or inside
C (and no others).
Theorem 6.2. Every maximal planar graph can be edge-partitioned into
two subgraphs, each of which has no subgraph homeomorphic to K4 .
Proof. Let G be a maximal planar graph. We prove the claim by induc-
tion on the number of vertices of G. If G is 4-connected, the result follows
because G is Hamiltonian, so assume G is not 4-connected. As in the proof
of Theorem 5.4, fix a planar embedding of G, choose uvw to be a cut-
triangle enclosing no others, and define H (respectively, I ) to be the
induced subgraph on u, v, w and the vertices inside (respectively, outside)
uvw, so that H and I are maximal planar, and H is 4-connected. By the
induction hypothesis, I can be edge-partitioned into two subgraphs I1 and
I2 , neither of which contains a subgraph homeomorphic to K4 . Without
loss of generality, assume uv belongs to I1 .
Let x, y, z be the second common neighbor of v and w, w and u, u and
v in H. Note that the vertices in H adjacent to u, v or w (other than u, v, w
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themselves) form a cycle (since H is maximal planar). Since H is 4-con-
nected, no edge connects two vertices of the cycle between x and y, or y
and z, or z and x (inclusive). Thus this cycle satisfies the conditions of
Whitney’s lemma, and so there is a path from x to y going through each
vertex on or inside the cycle exactly once. Attaching the path yuvwx to this
gives a Hamiltonian cycle. (Incidentally, we have recovered Whitney’s
theorem, though for that result it suffices to apply the lemma to the cycle
uvw.)
We edge-partition H into subgraphs H1 and H2 as follows. (Here,
‘‘inside’’ and ‘‘outside’’ are in terms of the planar embedding of H induced
from the given planar embedding of G. In particular, uvw is the outer face.)
Put each of uv, vw, wu into H1 or H2 depending on whether as an edge
of I, it belongs to I1 or I2 . Of the remaining edges, put all edges inside of
the Hamiltonian cycle into H1 , and all edges outside of the cycle into H2 .
Put yu into H1 , put wx into H2 and divide up the remaining edges of the
cycle arbitrarily. Note that aside from uv, vw, wu, H1 contains no edges
incident to w, and H2 contains no edges incident to u or v.
Clearly H1 _ I1 and H2 _ I2 comprise an edge-partition of G; we claim
neither subgraph contains a subgraph homeomorphic to K4 . Suppose, on
the contrary, that for k=1 or k=2, Hk _ Ik contains four vertices a, b, c, d
and six internally disjoint paths connecting every pair of these. The four
vertices cannot all lie in Ik by assumption, nor in the outerplanar graph Hk
by the ChartrandHarary criterion. (This may appear to omit the
possibility that the four vertices lie on one subgraph, but the paths cross
into the other subgraph. However, it’s easily verified that the paths can be
chosen to stay within the subgraph, based on the way the subgraphs inter-
sect.) Thus at least one of the four vertices, which we’ll call a, lies in
Hk&[u, v, w] and at least one, which we’ll call b, lies in Ik&[u, v, w]. This
means Hk _ Ik contains three internally disjoint paths from a to b: the path
corresponding to the edge ab in the contracted K4 , the path corresponding
to the path acb, and the path corresponding to the path adb. However,
H1 _ I1 has a two-vertex cutset [u, v] while H2 _ I2 has a one-vertex cutset
[w]. This is a contradiction. Hence Hk _ Ik has no subgraph homeo-
morphic to K4 , as claimed.
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